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It’s a challenge to design a solid timber fence that looks equally good on both sides. However, our Chilham panels 
manage just that, in a unique design, free from horizontal rails that could spoil either yours or your neighbour’s view.

• All timber used throughout is superior quality Jakcure® treated softwood guaranteed for 25 years.
• All fixings are stainless steel.
• Designed for use with slotted Jakposts®.
• Has a unique interlocking grooved board system.
• Part of our premium ‘good-both-sides’ range.
• Gravel boards are required where panels are in contact with the ground.

Specification

Panel Heights: 0.91m   1.22m   1.52m   1.65m                  
Panel Width: 1.83m
Framing: Top/bottom - 45 x 70mm planed.  Sides 45 x 51mm planed.
Panel Thickness: 51mm      Infill panels: 95 x 8mm.
Assembly system with vertical pales that overlap/interlock with the infill panels.

If you need to reduce the width of a panel on site, a cut down kit is available.  Always use Jakcure® End Grain Treatment on any 
cut timber.

Gates

Gates are Jakcure® treated softwood, right and left hand hanging (when viewed from the outside) as standard, designed to 
match our Chilham Panel.  Non-standard gates with custom width / heights are available as a special order and are also available 
as pairs (size restriction applies).

• Elegantly designed to match our Chilham Panel.
• Galvanised ring latches and adjustable ‘L’ hinges.
• The gate must only be used with ‘L’ hinges supplied.
• Wall plates are available for fitting these gates to walls.

Standard Gate Heights: 1.78m (plus capping).
Standard Gate Widths:  1m

View our website for Q40 specification documents, CAD drawings and products available to buy online.
A fully made to measure service is available. All Jacksons Fencing systems and gates may be designed and manufactured to suit site conditions.
Note that components can temporarily swell up to 6% in width after our Jakcure® process temporarily affecting the overall product dimensions. 
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